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ABSTRACT Multi-unmanned aerial vehicle (multi-UAV) systems have become popular in applications such
as precision agriculture, remote sensing, and pollution monitoring. Commonly, multi-UAV systems require
to reach and maintain a specific flight formation during mission execution. This can be achieved by using a
distributed UAV formation control strategy in which each UAV has a flight controller whose function is to
calculate the control actions for the UAV actuators such that the UAV formation is maintained. To perform
this task, the control strategy requires the reliable and timely exchange of information within the UAV
formation. The information that is needed by the controller is commonly referred to as state information (SI).
It has been assumed that SI can be properly disseminated by means of multi-hop communications, i.e., by
deploying a flying ad-hoc network (FANET). In this sense, multi-hop broadcast protocols (MBPs) that were
previously proposed for mobile and vehicular ad-hoc networks seem to be suited for this task. However,
previous work dealing with distributed UAV formation control has made communication and networking
assumptions that would be hard to fulfill in actual FANET deployments. Moreover, the efficiency of the
MBPs to disseminate SI within a FANET remains unexplored. The goal of this paper is to analyze how
the network performance offered by different MBPs impacts the effectiveness of distributed UAV formation
control to maintain UAV formation. An evaluation framework to perform this task is proposed in this paper.
The simulation results demonstrate the relevance of MBP performance in SI message dissemination and thus
in the ability of the controller to maintain a formation.

INDEX TERMS Broadcast, control, dissemination, multi-hop, FANET, UAV formation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has
become very popular in both government (e.g., military)
and civilian applications [1]–[4]. This popularity has gained
momentum as a result of important technological advances in
several areas, including embedded systems, energy storage,
materials, sensors, and telecommunication systems, among
others [5]. These advances have led to the development
of small UAVs at affordable prices, which in turn have
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broadened the scope of the missions where multi-UAV sys-
tems can be used [6].

Using a group of small UAVs (e.g., a multi-UAV system)
has many advantages regarding the cost, speed, scalability,
and survivability of missions [7]. However, multi-UAV sys-
tems present different challenges that must be addressed for
the successful deployment and execution of missions. For
example, remote sensing multi-UAV missions can sweep
large areas at once, but its execution requires that each UAV
controls its position such that a spatial formation is achieved
and maintained.

Multi-UAV missions strongly depend on wireless com-
munications to exchange information [8]. The exchanged
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information can be of different types such as control com-
mands, mission execution reports, and collected information
that is downloaded from the UAVs to the ground station.
Note that if direct UAV-to-ground (U2G) and ground-to-UAV
(G2U) radio links are used to send control commands to the
UAVs, then the mission range would be restricted to the radio
coverage range [9]. Although private repeaters could be used
to extend the radio coverage area, doing so may prove to be
costly, impractical or both. Alternatively, satellite links could
be used to extend the mission range, [10], but this would
increase the mission cost and energy consumption.

Multi-UAV systems are often required to reach and main-
tain a specific flight formation (referred to as the UAV
formation throughout the paper) during the mission execu-
tion [11]. In a UAV formation, a group of UAVs flies as a
rigid entity, keeping the distances between individual pairs
of UAVs fixed [12]. This procedure can be performed for
different purposes. For example, by using a UAV formation in
a remote sensing mission, more accurate or redundant sensed
data could be acquired in a shorter period. Another advantage
of flying in formation is that UAVs can keep a safe distance
between each other so that potential collisions are avoided.
Furthermore, by flying in formation, the mission coverage
area can be increased in a coordinated way. Fig. 1 shows
UAV formations that are commonly used in applications such
as environment monitoring [13], precision agriculture [14],
and aerial imaging [15]. These formations are commonly
referred to as closed formations and can be used to sweep
large monitoring areas or to reduce aerodynamic drag when
UAVs move to the next mission area.

FIGURE 1. Typical UAV formations: (a) open-delta flight formation, and
(b) delta flight formation. Open-delta formations are composed of
external UAVs only, while delta formations are composed of external and
internal UAVs.

Achieving and keeping a UAV formation is a challenging
task, which requires each UAV to adjust its flight parameters
(e.g., speed, orientation, and pitch) such that its relative posi-
tion within the formation is maintained during the mission
execution. Thus, each UAVmust implement a formation con-
troller (simply referred to as the controller in this work)whose
task is to make the necessary control actions (e.g., speed,
orientation, and pitch adjustments) to maintain its position
within the formation. To be able to perform its task, the con-
troller needs to have reliable and timely information about

different kinematic variables during the mission execution,
such as the relative position, speed, and attitude. The informa-
tion that is needed by the controller to maintain the formation
is commonly referred to as state information (SI), [16], and its
content depends on the particular formation control strategy
implemented.

In general, two different approaches are used for UAV
formation control: centralized control and distributed con-
trol [17]. In centralized control, all computations and controls
are performed in a ground station. Therefore, the use of
U2G and G2U radio links is required to send each UAV
the control actions to be performed, and then the mission
coverage area will be limited by the transceivers radio ranges.
In contrast, in distributed control schemes, all the calcula-
tions needed for the control actions are performed in each
UAV [18]. Although U2G and G2U radio links could be
used to send the required SI to each UAV, this would limit
the mission coverage area. However, in addition to U2G and
G2U links, UAV-to-UAV (U2U) radio links can be estab-
lished within a UAV formation. These links can then be
used to exchange information, thus defining a flying ad-hoc
network (FANET), [7], [19]. FANETs are a subset of mobile
ad-hoc networks (MANETs) in which the mobile nodes are
UAVs. Therefore, UAVs can exchange information within a
FANET without infrastructure support. Thus, when using a
distributed approach for flight formation control, a natural
approachwould be to use a FANET for SI dissemination. This
way, the mission coverage area is not necessarily limited by
the U2G and G2U radio ranges. If the multi-UAV mission
uses low-cost small UAVs with limited energy storage and
radio resources, it might not be convenient to use a single hop
approach for SI dissemination because of the power that is
required by each transmission [6], [20], [21]. Instead, the use
of multi-hop communications is attractive because of the
possibility of using low-cost transceivers with reduced radio
ranges and low power consumption. In this sense, the use of a
multicast/broadcast protocol is a more efficient dissemination
strategy compared to unicast routing protocols for the support
of group communication applications [22]. Thus, the first
natural approach to disseminate SI within a FANET would
be to use multi-hop broadcast protocols (MBPs) that were
previously proposed for MANETs or vehicular ad-hoc net-
works (VANETs). This paper analyzes the use of MBPs in
FANETs for SI dissemination in distributed UAV formation
control schemes and leaves the case of centralized control for
a future contribution.

Disseminating information within FANETs is not a triv-
ial task since FANETs present unique challenges regarding
radio propagation, environmental conditions, mobility, and
energy consumption [21], [23], [24]. For example, although
in many cases there is line-of-sight between UAVs, fading
may still occur because of ground reflections. Furthermore,
factors such as variable packet delay, packet loss, and over-
head are inherently present in ad-hoc networks. Thus, when
using an MBP for SI dissemination, its network performance
may adversely affect the performance of the distributed UAV
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formation control strategy. For example, a decrease in the
packet delivery ratio might affect the control strategy ability
to keep UAV formation. Moreover, the MBPs that are com-
monly used for ad-hoc networks could perform differently
under the network conditions that are found in FANETs.
Therefore, there is a need to investigate if the use of different
MBPs for SI dissemination within a FANET affects the per-
formance of the distributed UAV formation control approach.

Several works addressing the design of distributed UAV
formation control strategies consider that SI reaches the
UAVs timely or within some fixed time window, [25]–[32].
For instance, [26] and [27] assume that this can be achieved
by using enough transmission power to reach all UAVs
within the formation with a single hop. In contrast, [28]–[31]
consider using multi-hop communications to disseminate
SI, whereas [32] assumes perfect communication between
UAVs.However, all theseworks do not include the implemen-
tation or analysis of any particular multi-hop dissemination
protocol. Furthermore, these contributions assume that the
packet delay is constant while disseminating SI, which is not
a realistic assumption when considering how multi-hop dis-
semination protocols work over ad-hoc networks (of which
FANETs are a subset) [22]. Other works have considered the
possible occurrence of impairments in the communications
process, such as packet delays or packet drops, e.g., [33], [34].
For example, the authors in [33] consider that the com-
munication process can experience time-varying delays and
information losses. However, it is assumed that the blackout
intervals do not exceed a known bound (1.3 s in the per-
formed evaluations) and network connectivity can always be
recovered. This means that if a UAV experiences a blackout
period, it will be able to receive packets from its neighbors
again once the blackout period has finished. However, actual
transceivers have power constraints that limit their radio
range. Therefore, if a UAV deviates enough from its intended
position because of packet losses or a blackout, it may lose
connectivity and get lost, regardless of the control strategy.
Similarly, in [34], it is assumed that wireless connectivity
is always available, and random packets delays are the only
communication impairment. Furthermore, the results pre-
sented in [33] and [34] do not consider the implementation,
performance, or analysis of actual multi-hop communication
protocols. Thus, the assumptions that are made in these works
would be hard to fulfill in actual FANET scenarios.

The goal of this paper is to analyze how the network perfor-
mance offered by differentMBPs impacts the effectiveness of
distributed UAV formation control in maintaining the flight
formation during the mission execution. In particular, this
work evaluates the performance offered by Simple Flood-
ing [35], Distance-Based [35], [36], Probability-based [37],
and Counter-based [36] multi-hop broadcast strategies when
they are used for SI dissemination in FANETs. Although
these strategies are commonly used in MANETs and
VANETs, to the best of our knowledge, their use for SI
dissemination in FANETs has not been previously studied.
To perform the evaluation, this paper introduces an evaluation

framework (programmed in OMNeT++ and MATLAB R©)
to study the performance of multi-hop broadcast commu-
nications for SI dissemination in FANETs. Essential con-
straints on multi-UAVs deployments are considered in the
framework, including maximum radio ranges for the wireless
transceivers, UAV acceleration, UAV attitude, and propaga-
tion conditions. Different reference trajectory speeds and for-
mation sizes can be defined within the evaluation framework.
Thus, the framework provides a tool for studying how MBP
performance affects the functioning of a distributed UAV for-
mation control strategy. Without loss of generality, the model
predictive control (MPC) scheme for distributed UAV for-
mation control reported in [34] has been implemented in
the evaluation framework. The use of MPC for distributed
UAV formation control has been widely studied in the lit-
erature, e.g., [30]–[32], [34], [38], and [39]. Nevertheless,
the analysis and results that are presented in this work can
be used as a reference for the evaluation of other distributed
UAV formation control strategies. Furthermore, the results
and evaluation framework that are introduced in this work can
be used to design and tune new distributed UAV formation
control strategies.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces the related work about distributed UAV formation
control and MBPs. Section III introduces some background
about the addressed problem, which is detailed in Section IV.
Section V introduces the proposed evaluation methodol-
ogy. The performance results and analysis are presented in
Section VI. Finally, the concluding remarks and future work
are provided in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK
The goal of this paper is to analyze the suitability of several
well-known MBPs when used in FANETs to disseminate the
SI needed by distributed UAV formation control strategies.
This section introduces related work addressing: multi-hop
broadcast dissemination in FANETs; and distributed UAV
formation control.

A. MULTI-HOP BROADCAST PROTOCOLS IN FANETs
FANETs can be considered to be a subgroup of VANETs,
which are a subgroup of MANETs. Thus, it is natural to
use protocols that were previously developed for MANETs
and VANETs to address multi-hop broadcast dissemination
within FANETs. In this sense, the use of MBPs within
FANETs has been previously studied in [40]–[42]. In [40],
fixed board-nodes were deployed at different predefined
locations such that the physical distribution of the boards
resembled typical UAV formations. By using this setup, three
counter-based MBPs were evaluated for three different for-
mation topologies. The results in [40] show that the perfor-
mance of each protocol varies depending on the network
topology. It is worth noting that, in this work, only the
counter-based approach was considered. In addition, all the
participating nodes were static during the evaluation. Thus,
the impact of important factors such as theUAV speedwas not
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considered in the evaluation. Furthermore, the use of MBPs
for SI dissemination was not addressed in [40]. The work
done in [41] proposes the use of topological broadcasting
in coordinated ground-flying ad-hoc networks to handle the
issues related to the broadcast storm problem. In [41], UAVs
are used as support nodes to keep ground nodes connected.
For evaluation purposes, a simulation testbed based on NS-2
was proposed. UAVs were located at fixed waypoints over
the area of interest to retransmit information between ground
nodes. As in [40], the problem of SI dissemination for UAV
formation control was not addressed in [41]. In [42], the per-
formance of different information dissemination protocols
that were originally designed for MANETs was compared
for a simulated FANET scenario. Regarding the network
conditions, the authors in [42] assume the free-space propa-
gation model and no mobility for the UAVs in the simulation
scenario. This means that, as in [40], the impact of important
factors such as the UAV speed were not considered in the
analysis provided in [42]. Thus, conclusions about the MBP
performance for SI dissemination in flight formation control
scenarios cannot be drawn from [42].

B. DISTRIBUTED UAV FORMATION CONTROL
As mentioned in the introduction, the evaluation framework
uses a distributed UAV formation control strategy based on
model predictive control (MPC), which has been widely stud-
ied in the literature, e.g. [30]–[32], [34], [38], and [39].

To the best of our knowledge, previous works dealing with
the design of distributed UAV formation control strategies
have not studied the impact of using actual MBPs to dis-
seminate SI. For example, in early works proposing MPC for
distributed UAV formation control such as [38], delays and
packet losses related to communication impairments were not
considered. In [39], the authors mention that fully decen-
tralized MPC could use one-step previous information to
address temporary communication failures. However, issues
such as packet delays or burst losses were not considered.
Furthermore, in [39], the authors only test the MPC with one
leader and two one-hop wingmen, which does not require
multi-hop communication. The problem of distributed UAV
formation control is also addressed in [30]–[32]. Neverthe-
less, these works made assumptions related to the com-
munication process, which would be difficult to fulfill in
real-world FANET scenarios. For instance, the authors in [30]
and [31] assume that every UAV must be connected to the
leader through direct or multi-hop links. However, impair-
ments that are commonly found in ad-hoc networking will
cause disruptions in the communication flow; hence, this
assumption is not always achievable. The authors in [32]
assume that the communication between UAVs is perfect in
terms of delay and losses, which is unrealistic in wireless
communications. Although the analysis presented in [34]
considers the possible occurrence of impairments in the com-
munications process, the assumptions made do not reflect
the actual behavior of information dissemination through
ad-hoc networking. Particularly, it is assumed that wireless

communication between UAVs is always available. Further-
more, it is considered that the only impairment caused by
the communication process are random SI packet delays that
are bounded. These assumptions would be hard to fulfill in
actual FANET deployments because of the transceivers radio
range, packet burst losses and similar issues arising in ad-hoc
networking.

In summary, even though SI dissemination usingmulti-hop
communications is feasible, factors inherently present in
the communication process through FANETs (e.g., lim-
ited radio ranges, packet delays, packet losses, packet burst
losses, and overhead), have not necessarily been consid-
ered in the evaluation of distributed UAV formation control
strategies.

III. BACKGROUND
Before presenting the analysis and evaluation performed in
this paper, it is necessary to provide a brief background
regarding the MBPs that are evaluated and the distributed
UAV formation control strategy used in the evaluation. First,
some basic information about the MPC-based strategy imple-
mented in the evaluation framework is presented. Afterward,
a brief review of the different dissemination approaches used
by the evaluated MPBs is provided.

A. DISTRIBUTED UAV FORMATION CONTROL
There are different distributed UAV formation control
approaches proposed in the literature, such as leader-
follower [17], [43]–[45], virtual structure [45], and behav-
ioral [46]. All of these strategies require the exchange of
SI among the UAVs. In a leader-follower strategy, the leader
UAV is programmed to fly on some predefined reference
trajectory while the follower UAVs are required to keep
their preset distances (e.g., lateral and longitudinal) from the
leader to maintain the formation. Thus, in a leader-follower
approach, [17], [44], SI originates from the leader, and it must
reach every UAV within a specific timeframe to maintain the
formation. Similarly, if the SI does not reach each UAV in the
formation on time, the performance of the virtual structure
control strategy might decrease.

As mentioned in the introduction, without loss of gener-
ality, the evaluation framework implements an MPC-based
distributed UAV formation control similar to that reported
in [34]. Nevertheless, the analysis and results presented in
this work can be used as a reference for the evaluation of
other control strategies, knowing that in general, any dis-
tributed UAV formation control strategy will require the SI
to reach each UAV within a specific timeframe to maintain
the formation. The MPC-based distributed UAV formation
controller reported in [34] is a feedback controller in which
a trajectory optimization problem is solved in each time step.
It can handle the constraints and nonlinearities of UAVs
dynamics in a very intuitive way. Prior to this control strategy
description, the kinematic model of the UAVs implemented in
the evaluation framework will be provided next.
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1) UAV KINEMATIC MODEL
Based on how they generate lift, UAVs can be classified as
fixed-wing or rotatory-wing. Each of these approaches has
different flight capabilities and limitations to consider when
planning a mission. Regardless of this, distributed UAV for-
mation control involves the design of distributed control laws
under imperfect or partial measurements, which have to deal
with the flight dynamics of the particular UAVs used for the
mission. Thus, without loss of generality, fixed-wing UAVs
are considered for the analysis presented in this paper. In par-
ticular, the analysis considers the two-dimensional motion of
a fixed-wing UAV in a horizontal plane where each UAV
is equipped with velocity hold and heading hold autopilots,
as described in [47]. This assumption will enable to isolate
UAV formation problems which can be directly related to the
performance of the different MBPs under evaluation.

The first-order kinematic model of the fixed-wing UAV
considered for the analysis is described by the following
equations [47]:

ẋi = visinψi,

ẏi = vicosψi,

ψ̇i =
g tanφi
vi

,

v̇i =
1
αv

(
vci − vi

)
,

φ̇i =
1
αφ

(
φci − φi

)
, (1)

where (xi, yi),ψi, vi, and φi are the i-th UAV inertial position,
heading angle, speed, and roll angle, respectively; vci and φ

c
i

are the commanded speed and roll angle, respectively; and αv
and αφ are positive constants.

Additionally, due to the thrust and roll angle limitations of
fixed-wing UAVs, the following constraints are imposed on
each UAV:

0 < vmin ≤ vi ≤ vmax ,

−φmax ≤ φi ≤ φmax ,

−v̇max ≤ v̇i ≤ v̇max ,

−φ̇max ≤ φ̇i ≤ φ̇max , (2)

where φmax , v̇max , and φ̇max > 0.

2) MPC-BASED DISTRIBUTED UAV FORMATION
CONTROL STRATEGY
The MPC-based controller described in [34] adopts a virtual
point tracking approach for UAV formation control. Virtual
point tracking uses a virtual moving reference point, Or , that
follows a preloaded reference trajectory during the mission
execution. Fig. 2 shows Or in a typical delta UAV formation.
The reference trajectory at time step n is uniquely determined
by the position, (xr , yr ), of the reference point, Or , and the
velocity vector (vr , ψr ), where vr is the reference speed and
ψr is the reference heading angle. Thus, the SI vector, xrn,

is defined as:

xrn = [xr , yr , vr , ψr ]T . (3)

The UAV that knows the reference trajectory in advance
(source/leader UAV in Fig. 2) disseminates xrn by transmitting
an SI message at fixed time intervals ntd , where td is the SI
dissemination period.

FIGURE 2. Delta UAV formation in the reference point coordinate system
XrOrYr. R is the radio range of the UAVs transceivers. (xdr

3 , ydr
3 ) is

UAV3 desired position referred to the rotated coordinate system XrOrYr.
(xd

3, yd
3 ) is UAV3 desired position referred to the fixed coordinate system

XOY.

Ideally, SI messages must timely reach each UAV in the
formation. However, an SI message might require several
hops to reach the UAVs that are located farther away from
the source (e.g., UAV7 to UAV10 in Fig. 2). In this work,
UAVs flying in formation are grouped into M levels accord-
ing to their longitudinal distances from the source UAV. For
example, in Fig. 2, the first level includes the source UAV
(UAV1); the second level includes UAV2 and UAV3; the third
level consists of UAV4, UAV5, and UAV6; and so on. Note
in Fig. 2 that the number of hops required for the SI to reach
a particular UAV is directly related to its level group (at least
for the transceiver radio range assumed in this figure).

The formation structure in Fig. 2 can be defined in terms
of the rotating coordinate system XrOrYr such that in each
sampling period the moving reference point is located at Or .
In this coordinate system, each of the UAVs (e.g., the i-th
UAV) in the formation must try to maintain the desired refer-
ence position (xdri , y

dr
i ) during the mission execution. As the

rotated coordinate system XrOrYr changes in each sampling
period (i.e., the reference point is moving), it is better to
calculate the desired position (xdi , y

d
i ) of each UAV referred

to a fixed XOY coordinate system. Thus, each UAV position
(xdri , y

dr
i ) in the XrOrYr coordinate system is transformed to
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FIGURE 3. Formation control scheme of each follower UAV.

the (xdi , y
d
i ) position in the fixed XOY system by using:[
xdi
ydi

]
=

[
xr
yr

]
+

[
cosψr sinψr
−sinψr cosψr

] [
xdri
ydri

]
, (4)

where (xr , yr ) and ψr (defined as positive clockwise) are
given referred to the XOY system.

The MPC control law requires that each follower UAV has
a formation control scheme, such as the one depicted in Fig. 3.
In this scheme, the i-th follower UAV that receives a message
containing the SI vector, xrn, stores the reference position,
(xr , yr ); reference speed, vr ; and reference heading angle,ψr ,
in an xri,max(n) vector. Thus, x

r
i,max(n) contains the latest SI vec-

tor that is received. Then, after setting a timer to wait for the
nextMPC controller sampling period, ktc, the i-th UAV calcu-

lates a desired state vector xdi,k =
[
xdi,k , y

d
i,k , vr,k , ψr,k

]T
by

substituting the content of xri,max(n) in (4) to obtain (x
d
i,k , y

d
i,k ).

Then, xdi,k is fed to theMPC block together with the estimated

current state vector, xi,k =
[
xi,k , yi,k , vi,k , ψi,k

]T . This vector
contains the estimated current position, (x i,k , yi,k ); speed,
vi,k ; and heading angle, ψi,k of the i-th UAV. For every MPC
controller sampling period, ktc, theMPC provides an actuator

control vector, ui,k =
[
vci,k , φ

c
i,k

]T
, which is obtained bymin-

imizing a cost function over a discrete time period Ntc, where
N is called the predictive horizon. The cost function includes
xdi,k and xi,k , along with predicted state and control vectors,
xi,k+s+1|k and ui,k+s|k , covering the predictive horizon (i.e.,
s = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N ), which are calculated locally as part of the
optimization process. Once ui,k has been obtained, it is fed to
the UAV actuators with the aim of maintaining the formation
(i.e., ui,k is sent to the UAV actuators which convert the speed,
vci , and roll angle, φci , commands into mechanical motion).
Note that the SI dissemination period, td , is not restricted to
be equal to the MPC controller sampling period, tc; thus, it is
possible to disseminate SI more frequently. It is important to
mention that, different from [34], no obstacle or inter-UAV
collision avoidance was included in the evaluation frame-
work implementation. This was done to focus the analysis
on studying UAV formation deviations that are caused by the
network performance of different MBPs while disseminating
SI. For the sake of brevity, the reader is referred to [34] for
more details about the MPC strategy used in the evaluation
framework.

It is important to timely receive SI messages for the proper
operation of the distributed control strategy. To explain this,
consider that td = tc. Under this assumption, if the SI vector
corresponding to sampling time k , xrk , is not received by the
i-th UAV (e.g., the SI packet was lost) or if it is received
after ktc (e.g., the SI packet arrival was delayed), then will
have to be calculated using the current value of xri,max(n),
where max (n) < k . Note that max (n) is the discrete-time
index of the latest SI vector that is successfully received (not
necessarily max (n) = k − 1). Therefore, depending on the
trajectory followed, a UAV can experience slight deviations
from its intended flight path that are caused by packet delays
and losses. Furthermore, if the deviations are large enough,
the UAV could get out of radio coverage and get completely
lost. Thus, it is important to analyze the suitability of different
MBPs to disseminate the SI within a FANET and the effects
that common ad-hoc networking impairments (e.g., packet
loss and delay) might have on losing UAV formation. The
next subsection provides a brief introduction to the different
MBP strategies evaluated in this work.

B. MULTI-HOP BROADCAST PROTOCOLS (MBPs)
Often, it has been assumed that the SI for distributed UAV for-
mation control can be disseminated by employing multi-hop
communications. An MBP operates at the network layer,
and its primary goal is to timely deliver information from a
source node (e.g., leader UAV) to all nodes or a subgroup of
nodes that are located in a zone of relevance. However, when
using MBPs, the SI dissemination process will experience
packet losses, variable delays, and other factors inherent to
FANETs. Thus, a drop in the MBP network performance
might negatively impact the effectiveness of the distributed
UAV formation control strategy in maintaining the formation.
In this sense, an MBP is commonly evaluated by considering
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its average network efficiency in terms of the overhead, delay,
and packet delivery ratio. However, in order to assess its suit-
ability for SI message dissemination, the MBP performance
should be weighed according to its impact on the controller
effectiveness at maintaining the flight formation during a
mission execution.

A straightforward way to address SI dissemination in
FANETs would be to implement a Simple Flooding dis-
semination mechanism. In this mechanism, each node that
receives a message for the first time retransmits it with
no further restrictions. Note that Simple Flooding is ineffi-
cient in terms of network performance. In ad-hoc networks
with high node density, using Simple Flooding results in
over-occupancy of the radio channel resources, higher com-
munication overhead, increased contention and packet col-
lisions, which is referred to as the broadcast storm problem
(BSP) [36].

There are different proposals in the literature focused
on developing more efficient MBPs than Simple Flooding
for multi-hop ad hoc networks, such as MANETs [41] and
VANETs [35], [37]. In this sense, FANETs can be consid-
ered to be a subgroup of VANETs, which are a subgroup
of MANETs. Thus, it is natural to use MBPs that were
previously developed for MANETs and VANETs to address
multi-hop broadcast dissemination within FANETs. How-
ever, it is necessary to study if the network performance
offered by different MBP strategies enables the distributed
UAV formation controller to maintain flight formation during
a mission execution. To this end, representative protocols
of different approaches used in multi-hop broadcasting for
MANETs andVANETswere selected and implemented in the
evaluation framework that is proposed in this work. Specif-
ically, Simple Flooding [35], Distance-Based [35], [36],
Probability-Based [37], and Counter-Based [36] MBPs were
chosen to evaluate their suitability for SI dissemination. The
dissemination strategies used by these protocols to address
the packet dissemination task are presented in the next sub-
section.

1) MBPs DESCRIPTION
MBPs use different parameters to select a subset of relay
nodes instead of flooding the messages through all interme-
diate nodes. Regardless of the specific parameters used to
make the relay decision, MBPs have the generic architecture
shown in Fig. 4. The SI broadcasted by the leader is handed
to the MBP at delivery point 1 (DP1) in Fig. 4. The protocol
makes the relay/drop decision according to the dissemination
strategy used. MBPs share similar problems related to the
physical (PHY) and multiple access control (MAC) layers.
However, there are some issues that have specific dissemi-
nation strategies tailored to address them. To better explain
these issues, the dissemination strategies used by the MBPs
that are evaluated in this work are discussed next.

The Simple Flooding protocol [35] implements a proce-
dure where each node will instantly rebroadcast a message

FIGURE 4. MBP generic architecture.

after receiving it for the first time. If duplicated messages are
received, they will not be rebroadcasted.

The Distance-Based MBP introduced in [36] (hereafter
referred to DTh-Distance-Based protocol) aims to maximize
the additional coverage that each potential relay node pro-
vides. To achieve this, when a node j receives a particular
broadcast message for the first time, it estimates the relative
distance, dij, between the node sending themessage and itself.
Afterwards, node j compares dij to a predefined distance
threshold, D. If dij < D, the transmission is canceled;
otherwise, the node j waits for a random waiting time, RT,
before attempting to rebroadcast the message. If during the
waiting period, RT, node j receives a duplicated broadcast
message, it estimates the relative distance, d̂ij, between the
node that transmitted the duplicated message and itself. Then,
if d̂ij < dij, node j updates dij = d̂ij; otherwise, the value of dij
is kept. If dij < D the transmission is canceled; otherwise, RT
is resumed. If another duplicated message is received before
RT expires, the procedure described before must be repeated.
If the waiting time expires and the current dij > D, node j
rebroadcasts the message. All duplicated messages that are
received after RT expires are discarded.

In the Distance-Based MBP introduced in [35] (hereafter
referred as a WT-Distance-Based protocol), a node j that
receives a message for the first time listens for duplicate
messages during a waiting period, WT. If during this period
a duplicate message is received by node j, the message is
discarded, and node j does not rebroadcast the information.
If WT expires and no duplicate is received, the message is
rebroadcasted by node j. The waiting time, WT, is calculated
by using:

WT = −
MaxWT

R
dij +MaxWT , (5)

where dij is the relative distance between the sender node
(e.g., node i) and node j, MaxWT is the maximum waiting
time, and R is the radio range of the transceivers. Therefore,
the node that is farther away from the sender will have the
shortest WT and hence the higher priority to rebroadcast the
message.

The Probabilistic-Based protocol introduced in [37]
assigns a higher relaying probability to nodes that are located
farther away from the current sender. To do this, when a node
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j receives a particular broadcast message for the first time,
it estimates (e.g., based on RSSI measurements or GPS coor-
dinates) the relative distance, dij, between the node sending
the message and itself. Then, a forwarding probability, pij,
is calculated as follows:

pij =
dij
R
, (6)

where R is the transceiver radio range. Before node j attempts
to rebroadcast the message, it listens for duplicate broadcasts
during the waiting time, WT. If during WT node j receives
a duplicate broadcast, it estimates its relative distance, d̂ij,
from the node that sent the duplicate. Then, a probability, p̂ij,
is calculated by substituting d̂ij in (6). If p̂ij < pij, then node
j updates its forwarding probability to pij = p̂ij; otherwise,
the current value of pij is kept. Once WT expires, node j
can rebroadcast the message with a probability of pij. If the
message is not rebroadcasted, then the message is buffered by
an additional period, δ. If a rebroadcast from the message is
received before δ expires, the message is discarded from the
buffer and node j does not perform a rebroadcast. Otherwise,
node j rebroadcasts the packet with pij = 1. The additional
waiting time δ (which is typically less thanWT) accounts for
one-hop transmissions and propagation delays.

The Counter-Based protocol introduced in [36] (hereafter
referred to as the C-Counter-Based protocol) prevents a
node from rebroadcasting after receiving the same message
C times. To achieve this, when a node j receives a particular
broadcast message for the first time, a counter, c, is initialized.
Afterward, node j waits a random waiting time, RT, before
attempting to rebroadcast the message. If during RT node j
receives a duplicate message, c is increased by one. If c <
C , where C is a counter threshold, the waiting is resumed.
Otherwise, the rebroadcast of the message is canceled. If c <
C after WT expires, the message is rebroadcasted by node j.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
As mentioned before, when designing distributed UAV for-
mation control strategies, it is commonly assumed that the SI
dissemination problem is somehow solved. That is, from the
controller perspective, MBPs can be seen as a black box that
causes random packet losses and delays for the disseminated
SI message. However, different MBPs use different strategies
to address the SI dissemination task. Thus, the network per-
formance that is provided by different MBPs may differently
affect the ability of the control strategy to maintain the UAV
formation.

When an MBP is used for SI dissemination, packet loss
and packet delivery delay variability will likely be present
during the dissemination process since both are inherently
present in ad-hoc networks and hence in FANETs [22]. These
factors could affect the controller ability to maintain the
UAV formation in different ways. Furthermore, it can be
inferred that if both, the packet loss and packet delivery delay
variability, are large enough, a UAV might deviate from its
expected course and even break away from the formation.

Nevertheless, it is not clear beforehand how the network
performance offered by a particular MBP will affect the
controller ability to maintain the formation. Evaluating this
is not a trivial task since a packet can experience delays
that are caused by issues such as the number of hops, MAC
contention, and retransmissions. Similarly, a packet can get
lost because of PHY impairments, MAC drops, inhibited
retransmissions by the MBP, etc. Hence, it is necessary to
analyze this problem that, to the best of our knowledge, has
not been addressed before.

FIGURE 5. Multihop SI message dissemination with an arbitrary MBP.

For example, consider the scenario shown in Fig. 5 where
the leader UAV (UAV1) broadcasts an SI message. The UAVs
in the second level (UAV2 and UAV3) receive the message,
and using the MBP, they decide that UAV2 will rebroadcast
the SI packet (Fig. 5(a)). The rebroadcasted SI message is
overheard by UAV1 and the other node in the same level
(UAV3); thus, the MBP hinders the retransmission from
UAV1 or the rebroadcast from UAV3. In the next step, note
that if UAV5 rebroadcasts the SI packet (Fig. 5(b)), all the
UAVs in the third and fourth levels should be able to receive it.
Contrastingly, if UAV4 rebroadcasts the SI packet (Fig. 5(c)),
then UAV10 will not receive the SI message. Furthermore,
if UAV7 rebroadcasts the SI packet, UAV10 will not receive
the SI message in the current sampling period (Fig. 5(d)).
This example helps to highlight one of the issues that may
arise while disseminating SI messages through a FANET by
means of an MBP. Since a particular MBP could provide low
SI dissemination delayswhile anotherMBPmay offer a better
packet delivery ratio or less overhead, it is necessary to pro-
vide a common evaluation framework to assess the suitability
of different MBPs for SI dissemination in distributed UAV
formation control applications.

Now, assume that the SI dissemination period, td , and
the MPC controller sampling period, tc, are equal. Under an
ideal SI dissemination assumption, all SI messages, xrn, that
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FIGURE 6. Reception of SI messages under an ideal SI dissemination
assumption. td is the dissemination period and tc is the MPC controller
sampling period. xr

n is the SI vector that receives the i-th follower UAV.
xr

i,max(n) is the latest xr
n vector stored. Note in this figure that td = tc with

n = k.

originated from the source UAV will timely arrive at the i-th
follower UAVwithout packet losses, as shown in Fig. 6. From
Section III-A, recall that the variable xri,max(n) contains the
latest SI vector that is successfully received by the i-th UAV.
Now let xri,max (t) represent the content of vector x

r
i,max(n) in

continuous time. Note that, for t > mtc, xri,max (t) = xrm if
xrm was successfully received and no SI packet is received in
the time interval (mtc, t]. Now assume that the leader UAV
disseminates the k-th SI packet, xrk , at time

(k − 1) tc + tdiss (7)

where tdiss is a fixed period such that 0 < tdiss < tc. Under
ideal dissemination conditions, we have:

xri,max ((k − 1) tc + tdiss) = xrk (8)

where (k − 1) tc + tdiss < ktc. Since no additional SI
packet is generated by the leader in the time interval
((k − 1) tc + tdiss, ktc + tdiss), at sampling time ktc, we have:

xri,max (ktc) = xrk = xri,max(n). (9)

This implies that, under the ideal dissemination assumption,
the k-th SI message, xrk , will be used by the controller at
sampling time ktc to calculate the desired state vector, xdi,k ,
and the actuator control vector, ui,k .

When an actual MBP is used for SI dissemination,
the i-th UAV will receive the k-th SI packet after
experiencing some random delay, tdelayi,k . Thus, if the

k-th SI packet is delayed by tdelayi,k and no SI mes-
sage newer than xrk is received within time interval

(
(k − 1)tc + tdiss, (k − 1)tc + tdiss + t

delay
i,k

)
, we have:

xri,max
(
(k − 1)tc + tdiss + t

delay
i,k

)
= xrk (10)

where 0 < tdelayi,k <∞ is a random variable. Thus, at the k-th
controller sampling time, we have:

xri,max (ktc) =

{
xrk , tdelayi,k < tc − tdiss
xri,max

(
(ktc)−

)
, tdelayi,k > tc − tdiss

(11)

where xri,max
(
(ktc)−

)
is the latest SI packet stored in xri,max(n)

prior to t = ktc. Note that if t
delay
i,k > tc− tdiss, then max (n) <

k at time t = ktc, but this does not imply that xri,max(n) = xrk−1
since the latest SI vector that is successfully received by the
i-th UAV is not necessarily xrk−1.
In addition to delays, an SI packet can experience packet

drops, MAC collisions or reception errors caused by impair-
ments at the PHY layer. For notational convenience, let us
define:

tRxi,k = (k − 1) tc + tdiss + t
delay
i,k . (12)

Then, if αi,k is an indicator random variable accounting for
the proper reception of xrk by the i-th UAV and no SI
message newer than xrk is received within the time interval(
(k − 1)tc + tdiss, tRxi,k

)
, we have:

xri,max
(
tRxi,k
)
= αi,kxrk +

(
1− αi,k

)
xri,max

((
tRxi,k
)−)

. . .

(13)

where αi,k = {0, 1}, and xri,max

((
tRxi,k
)−)

is the latest SI

packet stored in xri,max(n) prior to t = tRxi,k . Therefore, at sam-
pling time ktc, we have:

xri,max (ktc)

=

{
αi,kxrk +

(
1− αi,k

)
xri,max

(
(ktc)−

)
, tRxi,k < ktc

xri,max
(
(ktc)−

)
, tRxi,k > ktc

(14)

Hence, the controller will use xrk at sampling time ktc to
calculate xdi,k and ui,k if the MBP and packet transmission
impairments (at the PHY and MAC layers) enable:

tdelayi,k < tc − tdiss and αi,k = 1. (15)

The statistics of both tdelayi,k and αi,k depend on the par-
ticularities of the dissemination strategy used by the MBP,
the position of the i-th UAV within the formation, the MAC
used by the transceivers, the number of hops needed by the
SI packet to reach the i-th UAV, and the wireless channel
impairments, which may be different for each hop. Closed
expressions for both random variables are extremely hard
to find since they capture all possible impairments that are
experienced by an SI packet while wirelessly hopping from
the leader UAV to the i-th UAV. For this reason, the evaluation
of MBPs usually relies on simulations to calculate network
metrics such as the packet delivery ratio and packet delay.
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When comparing the performance of different MBPs, these
metrics are commonly calculated by averaging over all the
nodes forming an ad-hoc network. Nevertheless, as explained
in the next sections, for the analysis presented in this paper,
it is relevant to obtain these metrics for a single UAV, espe-
cially those that are located further away from the leader UAV.

FIGURE 7. Representation of the SI packet losses and delays that can
occur when using an MBP for SI dissemination. td is the dissemination
period and tc is the MPC controller sampling period. xr

n is the SI vector
that receives the i-th follower UAV. xr

i,max(n) is the latest xr
n vector stored.

Note in this figure that td = tcwithn = k.

Fig. 7 shows two examples of the reception of SI messages
in the i-th UAV when packet loss and delays are present
in the dissemination process. Note in this figure the critical
role that MBPs can play when used for SI dissemination in
distributed UAV formation control applications. For example,

in Fig. 7(a), xr2, x
r
3, and xr4 SI packets are received slightly

after 4tc, i.e., 4tc < tRxi,2 , t
Rx
i,3 , t

Rx
i,4 < 5tc. Thus, the controller

has to use xri,max(n) = xr1 to calculate (xdi,2,ui,2),
(
xdi,3,ui,3

)
,

and (xdi,4,ui,4). This is equivalent to losing xr2, x
r
3 and xr4

since xr5 was received timely, i.e., tRxi,5 < 5tc, and is used to
calculate (xdi,5,ui,5). In contrast, in Fig. 7(b), xr2 and xr4 are
lost (i.e., αi,2 = 0 and αi,4 = 0) but xr1, x

r
3, and xr5 are timely

received (i.e., tRxi,1 < tc, tRxi,3 < 3tc, and tRxi,5 < 5tc). Then,
compared to Fig. 7(a), in Fig. 7(b), the controller calculates(
xdi,2,ui,2

)
using xr1,

(
xdi,3,ui,3

)
using xr3, and (xdi,4,ui,4)

using xr3. Therefore, an MBP offering high packet delivery
ratio but large delays (i.e., the SI is not timely disseminated)
might provide a performance similar to that obtained with
an MBP offering an inferior packet delivery ratio but lower
delays.

From the previous discussion, it can be asserted that choos-
ing or designing a particular MBP aimed at disseminating SI
for distributed UAV formation control is not a trivial task.
Thus, an evaluation methodology to assess the suitability of
the MBPs for SI dissemination in FANETs is proposed in the
following section. Then, the proposed methodology is used
to evaluate the performance of the representative MBPs that
were introduced in the previous section.

V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
This section introduces the evaluation methodology devel-
oped to study the effects of the SI dissemination process in the
multi-UAV formation control strategy. Traditionally, metrics
such as the packet delivery ratio (PDR) and dissemination
delay are used to evaluate and compare the performance of
multi-hop broadcast protocols. However, metrics aimed at
measuring the impact of the MBP on the flight formation
have to also be considered. For this purpose, in addition to
network metrics, the use of trajectory metrics is proposed in
this paper. Specifically, this work considers the root mean
square (RMS) error between the ideal and actual trajectories
of each UAV and the number of lost UAVs. Thus, the pro-
posed methodology allows to compare the performance of
different dissemination strategies in terms of: a) trajectory
metrics such as the RMS error and the number of lost UAVs;
and b) network metrics such as the PDR.

To implement the evaluation methodology, an evaluation
framework based on the well-known OMNeT++ network
modeler [48], MATLAB R©, and the ACADO toolkit [49] was
developed. The software that was developed for the frame-
work includes C++ scripts and MATLAB R© code, which can
be provided to the interested reader upon request.

The following subsections elaborate on the evaluation sce-
nario, the performance metrics used, and the design and
implementation details of the evaluation framework.

A. EVALUATION SCENARIO
Within the evaluation scenario, it is necessary to first define
the U2U link and flight parameters that are used in each trial.
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Another variable to consider is the reference trajectory of the
multi-UAV mission. In particular, it is important to define
a trajectory (within the kinematic capabilities of the UAV)
that enables differentiating the performance provided by the
MBPs under evaluation, which is done in order to obtain
relevant conclusions regarding the suitability of theMBPs for
SI dissemination.

1) U2U LINK PARAMETERS
One of the most relevant considerations when evaluating
communication protocols is to define the wireless propaga-
tion conditions. Thus, the radio channel propagation model
introduced in [50], that was designed for U2U radio links,
was implemented within the evaluation framework.

Another parameter to consider is the wireless technol-
ogy used by the transceiver. Different technologies have
been proposed to enable U2U communications such as IEEE
802.11a/b/g/n, IEEE 802.15.4, 3G/LTE, and infrared [8].
However, several FANET proposals rely on the IEEE 802.11p
standard [51], which is the most prominent option for
VANETs. The IEEE 802.11p standard was specifically
designed for VANET deployments where the nodes have high
mobility, speed, and acceleration. Since these characteristics
are also observed in FANET deployments, the evaluation
scenario considers the use of IEEE 802.11p transceivers to
enable U2U communications. Table 1 summarizes the values
of each variable used by the 802.11p transceivers considered
within the evaluation framework.

TABLE 1. Parameters of the U2U 802.11p transceivers considered in the
evaluation scenario.

2) FLIGHT PARAMETERS
The UAVs mobility is ruled by three main factors within the
evaluation scenario: 1) the kinematic model defined in sub-
section III-A-1; 2) the distributed formation control strategy
discussed in subsection III-A-2; and 3) the control constraints
that are defined considering the typical specifications found
in commercial UAVs. Table 2 provides the values that are
used by the kinematic model and the MPC controller in
the evaluation scenario. These values were chosen such that
realistic fixed-wingUAVmovements are generatedwithin the
simulation testbed (e.g., smooth turns and speed changes).

1The data rate is chosen to be the lowest supported by this standard,
i.e., 3 Mbps. This is because the modulation used for this data rate fulfills
the data rate requirements and offers better power efficiency.

TABLE 2. Values used in the kinematic model for the fixed-wing UAV and
the MPC controller.

3) FLIGHT TRAJECTORIES
When performing a multi-UAV mission, a distributed UAV
flight formation controller aims to keep all UAVs within the
formation. Thus, the trajectory that is followed during the
mission is of particular relevance to evaluate the control strat-
egy effectiveness. Note, a sinuous trajectory will be a harder
challenge for the controller than a simple straight line. Thus,
to adequately measure the effectiveness of the SI dissemina-
tion process in the formation controller performance, special
attention should be paid to the UAV’s trajectory selection.

One of the most relevant applications of multi-UAV sys-
tems is inmissions involving sweeping large geographic areas
at once for data-gathering, e.g., multispectral and visual data.
Commonly, for this kind of task, the area to be covered by the
UAVs is divided into several straight paths or rows [52], [53],
which is known as a sweep trajectory [54]. In this trajectory,
at the end of each row, the UAVs make a U-turn outside the
area of interest to follow the next row, as shown in Fig. 8. This
sweep trajectory was considered as the reference trajectory
within the evaluation scenario. Thus, since the MPC con-
troller implemented in this work uses virtual point tracking
(see subsection III-A-2), during each trial, the UAVs will try
to keep their relative distance from the virtual point while they
follow the sweep trajectory (Fig. 8) at a fixed speed.

B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
To assess the suitability of a particular MBP for SI dissemina-
tion in UAV formation control scenarios, two kinds of metrics
are considered:

1) Metrics that measure the deviation between the ideal and
actual trajectories that are followed by each UAV when
using a particular MBP.

2) Metrics related to the performance of each MBP from a
networking point of view.

These metrics are explained next.

2Beyond the reachable radio, RR, it is assumed that none of the UAVs can
sense and receive packets since there is high communication degradation.
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FIGURE 8. Sweep trajectory considered in the evaluation scenario. It is
assumed that the trajectory starting point is coordinate(
xr0, yr0

)
= [750,2000] m with a heading angle of ψr0 = 90 deg. At the

beginning of each trial, the UAV formation follows a straight line
measuring 2500 m. A simulation warm-up period is considered where no
metrics are collected for the first 1000 m of this straight line. The
trajectory includes U-turns following a semicircle with a diameter equal
to 900 m.

1) TRAJECTORY METRICS
The trajectory metrics provide information regarding how
close each UAV follows its ideal path during a mission exe-
cution. It is important to highlight that, depending on its
objective, significant deviations from the ideal paths could
compromise a multi-UAV mission. Furthermore, a particular
UAV could get lost if the deviation from its ideal path is large
enough at certain points in the trajectory. Thus, within the
evaluation framework, the actual path that is followed by each
UAV in each trial is recorded in order to obtain the following
metrics:
1) Path Root Mean Square Error (P-RMSE). The P-RMSE

measures the root mean square error between the ideal
and actual trajectories of each UAV. Thus, the P-RMSE
helps to quantify the performance of the SI dissemina-
tion strategy in terms of the trajectory errors that should
be addressed by the controller. Specifically, in each trial,
the P-RMSEi of the i-th UAV is calculated as:

P-RMSEi

=

√∑S
k=1[(x

ac
i [k]−xdei [k])2+(yaci [k]−ydei [k])2]

S
,

(16)

where
(
xaci [k] , yaci [k]

)
is the i-th UAV actual posi-

tion at sample time k,
(
xdei [k] , ydei [k]

)
is the i-th UAV

desired (ideal) position at sample time k, and S is the
total number of samples considered in the simulation.
The average P-RMSE is then defined as:

P-RMSE =
1
λ3

∑
i∈Sλ3

P-RMSEi, (17)

where Sλ3 is the subset of UAVs that are located in
level three and above in the formation, and λ3 is the
total number of UAVs belonging to Sλ3 . Note that the

P-RMSE does not consider the error generated once a
particular UAV is considered definitively lost.

2) Lost UAVs (LU). This measures the number of UAVs
whose deviation from the ideal path leaves them defi-
nitely outside the wireless range of any other UAV that
is still within the formation. Thus, the LU metric is used
to weigh the trajectory errors measured by the P-RMSE.
The LU metric is calculated by counting the number
of UAVs that, at some point during the simulation, are
outside a reachable ratio, RR, which is defined as:

RR = dmax + 1.5R, (18)

where R is the nominal radio range, and dmax is the
distance between the sourceUAV and the followerUAVs
that are located farther away but are still within the for-
mation. It is important to mention that once a particular
UAV is outside the RR, it is considered definitively lost,
even though it might rejoin the formation by chance
(e.g., the flight path followed by a UAV that is lost in
the first curve eventually leads it to encounter the UAV
formation after the second U-turn).

2) NETWORK METRICS
Network metrics are used to assess the performance of the SI
dissemination process when using a particular MBP. Tradi-
tionally, when evaluating the performance of MBPs in ad-hoc
networks, it is assumed that the network topology changes
over time as nodes move and its one-hop neighborhood
changes. Thus, the number of hops that a message needs to
perform to reach a particular node varies over time. Note that
for the problem under study in this work this is not necessarily
the case, especially if the distributed UAV formation control
strategy is working properly. This is particularly true for the
nodes that are located in the second level of the formation
(see Subsection III-A-2) since the SI will reach all nodes
in this level with a single hop from the source UAV. This
means that the SI will reach these nodes on-time with a
high probability. Thus, if metrics such as the packet deliv-
ery ratio are calculated considering these nodes, the results
may become biased, thus making it challenging to assess
the network performance that is experienced by nodes that
are located farther away from the source. Therefore, in this
work, the network metrics are calculated by considering the
nodes needing two hops or more to receive the SI from the
source (i.e., level two and higher in the formation). Under this
consideration, the network metrics considered in the analysis
performed in this paper are introduced next.

a) Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). The PDR is the average
number of SI packets (not counting duplicated packets)
that are successfully received within the UAV forma-
tion. Thus, the PDR measures the overall efficiency
of the SI dissemination strategy. For each trial, define
N i
SIrx as the number of SI packets that are successfully

received by the i-th UAV. Then, the packet delivery
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ratio for the i-th UAV, PDRi, is calculated as:

PDRi =
N i
SIrx

NSI tx
(19)

where NSI tx is the total number of SI messages that
are transmitted by the source UAV during a simulation
trial. The average PDR is then defined as:

PDR =
1
λ3

∑
i∈Sλ3

PDRi, (20)

where Sλ3 is the subset of UAVs that are located in
level three and above in the formation, and λ3 is the
total number of UAVs belonging to Sλ3 . Note that for
the analysis performed in this paper, the UAVs that are
located in level 2 are not included in the calculation of
the metrics since they are located a single hop from the
leader UAV (SI source – level 1).

b) Average SI age (AvgSIage). The average SI age
(AvgSIage) provides a measure about how ‘‘old’’ the
SI, xri,max(n), used by the controller in each controller
sampling time, ktc, is. Thus, the AvgSIage metric mea-
sures the quality or ‘‘freshness’’ of the SI used by the
controller in each sampling period. That is, if

xri,max (ktc) = xri,max(n) (21)

then the SI age, SIagei (k) , for the i-th UAV at sam-
pling time ktc is defined as:

SIagei (k) = k − max (n)i (22)

where max (n)i is the discrete time index of the latest
SI packet that is successfully received by the i-th UAV.
Then, the average SI age (AvgSIage) metric for the i-th
UAV is defined as:

AvgSIagei =
1
Ncst

∑Ncst

k=1
SIagei (k), (23)

where Ncst is the number of controller sampling times
during a simulation run. For the analysis, it is conve-
nient to define:

AvgSIageLm =
1
NLm

∑
i∈SLm

AvgSIagei (24)

where SLm is is the subset of UAVs that are located in
level m in the formation, and JLj is the total number of
UAVs belonging to SLm .

c) Burst average length (BAL). The BALmetric measures
how many consecutive packets (i.e., length) are lost on
average. In wireless communication systems, packet
losses could be induced by issues such as propagation
phenomena or topological changes [55]. In this sense,
ideally, MBPs should overcome such issues and dis-
seminate data through alternative paths. Thus, measur-
ing the lengths of the burst losses allow us to compare
the efficiency of different MBPs to overcome the topo-
logical changes in the evaluated scenario. To calculate
the BALi metric for the i-th UAV, a received packet
register, RPregi, is generated during each trial. The

k-th position of RPregi is set to ‘‘1’’ if the SI packet
containing xrk is successfully received by the i-th UAV,
which is independent of when it was received. Other-
wise, if the SI packet containing xrk is lost, the k-th
position of RPregi is set to ‘‘0’’. Then, runs (bursts)
of two or more consecutive ‘‘0’’s are searched in the
list, and the length of each run that is found is stored in
a variable Bm. Then, the BALi metric is calculated by
using:

BALi =
1
NB

∑NB

m=1
Bm (25)

where Bm is the length of the m-th burst sequence and
NB is total number of bursts that are found in RPregi.
Note that even though two sequences can have the same
packet loss, their BALmetric could differ. For example,
consider the content of the following registers:

RPreg1= [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1] , (26)

RPreg2= [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1] . (27)

Note that BAL1 = 2 and BAL2 = 4, even though the
packet loss is the same for both UAVs.

The trajectory and network metrics previously introduced
are used in Section VI to study and evaluate the perfor-
mance of MBPs when they are used for SI dissemination.
Furthermore, in Section VI-B, the time moving averages
of these metrics are calculated, which is done in order
to analyze the evolution of the metrics as the UAV for-
mation follows the reference trajectory. The time moving
average metrics are calculated by considering an averag-
ing sliding window of 10 consecutive controller samples.
To obtain a plot, the averaging sliding window is displaced
by a controller sampling period, tc, each time. The sliding
window of 10 samples is enough to capture the network
interactions occurring within the reachable radio range of
each UAV. Hereafter, these metrics are called metrics by
segments.

C. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
The evaluation methodology was implemented by devel-
oping an evaluation framework based on the well-known
OMNeT++ network modeler [48], MATLAB R©, and the
ACADO toolkit [49]. The following subsections elaborate
on the design and implementation details of the evaluation
framework, which can be made available to the interested
reader upon request.

The designed evaluation framework considers three main
building blocks (see Fig. 9): 1) a reference trajectory genera-
tor, 2) a mobility controller API, and 3) a FANET simulator
implemented in OMNeT++. The reference trajectory gener-
ator works offline, and the mobility controller API is used by
the FANET simulator to determine the flight parameters of
each follower UAV, as explained next.
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1) REFERENCE TRAJECTORY GENERATOR
To generate and use the trajectory defined in subsection V-A-3
within the evaluation framework, a reference trajectory gen-
erator was designed and implemented using MATLAB R© and
the ACADO toolkit. It is worth noting that defining the UAV
trajectories for evaluation purposes is not a simple task since
the trajectories must satisfy the restrictions imposed by the
UAVs kinematic model.

The reference trajectory generator works offline from
the FANET simulator (implemented in OMNeT++). Thus,
a valid reference trajectory for virtual point tracking must be
generated before starting a simulation trial. The process to
generate the trajectory is as follows:

a) A reduced set of milestones are defined by considering
the kinematic model of the UAV explained in subsec-
tion III-A-1 and the values provided in Table 2. These
milestones are delivered to the ACADO toolkit through
the MATLAB R© interface.

b) The ACADO toolkit returns the reference trajectory,
which includes the set of points corresponding to the
intermediate points between each pair of milestones
and the milestones themselves. The sampling period
of the controller directly determines the number of
intermediate points between milestones.

c) The valid trajectory that is returned by the ACADO
toolkit is formatted in MATLAB R© for compatibility
with the FANET simulator, which is based on the
OMNeT++ network modeler.

Once a valid trajectory is generated, it is feed to the FANET
simulator where it will be used by the source/leader UAV to
disseminate the SI that is needed for virtual point tracking.

Note that with the reference trajectory generator, any valid
trajectory can be easily adjusted to different controller sam-
pling periods and formatted for the OMNeT++ network
modeler. In fact, with small variations in the template, the tra-
jectory could be formatted to be used with other network
modelers such as NS-2.

2) MOBILITY CONTROLLER
A mobility controller API to solve the nonlinear MPC equa-
tions that are required to determine the flying parameters
(e.g., speed and roll angle) of each follower UAV was pro-
grammed and included in the FANET simulator. At each sam-
pling time step, the API is used to solve the MPC equations
on the fly for each UAV within the formation (see subsection
III-A-2). The generated API is based on the MPC controller
of the ACADO toolkit.

3) FANET SIMULATOR
The FANET simulator is the core module of the implemen-
tation framework and is based on the OMNeT++ network
modeler [48]. The simulator integrates the mobility controller
API and the trajectory generator modules.

The FANET simulator allows modeling the delay and
packet loss behavior that are observed when a particular

TABLE 3. MBP parameters in the evaluation scenario.

FIGURE 9. Proposed implementation framework.

MBP is used for SI dissemination within a FANET. Thus,
the MBPs described in subsection III-B-1 were implemented
in the simulator such that they can be used to disseminate the
SI corresponding to the virtual point trajectory. It is important
to recall that the SI messages originate from the source/leader
UAV while the rest of the UAVs within the formation have
no prior information regarding the mission trajectory. Being
based in OMNeT++, the FANET simulator provides the
tools that are necessary to obtain common network perfor-
mance statistics, as explained in subsection V-B-2.

The particular parameters used for each of the MBPs eval-
uated in this work are provided in Table 3. These param-
eters were taken from [35] for Simple flooding, [36] for
DTh-Distance-Based, [35] for WT-Distance-Based, [37] for
Probabilistic-Based, and [36] for C-Counter-Based. These
values were chosen to avoid any bias in the evaluation.

Fig. 9 depicts the interaction between the modules detailed
in subsections V-C-1, V-C-2, and V-C-3 during a simula-
tion run. As it can be seen in this figure, the virtual point
trajectory is uploaded to the source/leader UAV before the
simulation starts. A warm-up period corresponding to a
straight-line of 1000m is considered at the beginning of every
simulation trial. Then, in each SI dissemination period, td ,
the source/leader UAV generates the SI message containing
the SI vector, xrn, which will be disseminated to all UAVs
within the formation by means of a particular MBP. In each
controller sampling period, tc, the mobility controller API is
used to calculate the actuator control vector, uk , of each UAV
based on its current estate vector, xk , and the latest SI, xrmax(n),
successfully received.
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FIGURE 10. Examples of the UAV trajectories that are obtained when
using Simple Flooding for SI dissemination in (a) open-delta and
(b) delta formations. The sweep trajectory shown in Fig. 6 with a
reference speed of vr = 25m/s was assumed. The open-delta formation
size was set to λ = 9, and the delta formation size was set to λ = 15.

To evaluate the performance of a particular MBP, the met-
rics described in subsection V-B are calculated at the end of
each simulation trial. Additionally, the results of a minimum
of 2000 trials are averaged to achieve statistical significance.
Furthermore, all metrics that are presented in the following
section were obtained by considering that td = tc = 0.5 s
and a packet size of 512 bytes.

Note that because of the modular design of the FANET
simulator, MBPs different from those described in subsection
III-B can be readily implemented.

VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF MBPS
This section introduces the results obtained using the evalu-
ation framework and methodology proposed in the previous
section.

Flight formation determines the network topology. Thus,
it is one of the most relevant factors to consider in the evalu-
ation. To illustrate this, Fig. 10 shows a single simulation run
for an open-delta formation with λ = 9 and a delta formation

with λ = 15. The sweep trajectory shown in Fig. 10 was used
with a reference speed of vr = 25 m/s. The SI messages
were generated by the leader UAV every 500 ms and were
disseminated using Simple Flooding.

As can be readily seen in Fig. 10, the number of paths
through which SI messages can reach UAVs in the last level
of each formation can be very different for the open-delta
and delta formations. This could lead to significant differ-
ences in the MBP performance evaluations. In addition, note
in Fig. 10 that two UAVs are lost when flying in open-delta
formation, whereas none are lost when flying in delta for-
mation. However, this result does not imply that for a delta
formation with vr = 25 m/s and λ = 15, Simple Flooding
will enable the proper functioning of the UAV formation
control strategy since Fig. 10 only shows the results of a
single simulation run. Thus, an extended analysis of how
the performance of the MBPs affects the distributed UAV
formation control strategy is provided next.

A. OVERALL RESULTS
This subsection presents the performance evaluation of the
MBPs under study considering open-delta and delta forma-
tions, two formation sizes, and different reference speeds
for the mission. The metrics used for the evaluation are the
P-RMSE, LU, PDR and AvgSIageLm that were introduced in
Section V.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the P-RMSE and LU results
obtained for the MBPs under evaluation for the open-delta
formation and different reference speeds. In addition,
Fig. 11 shows the P-RMSE for the ideal protocol, i.e., all SI
messages arrive on time to every UAV in the flight forma-
tion. In these figures, it can be seen that both the P-RMSE
and the LU increase as the reference speed increases, espe-
cially from 22.5 m/s to 27.5 m/s. Some of this behavior
can be attributed to factors related to the controller and the
UAV flight dynamics since in the ideal case (red line) the
P-RMSE increases with the speed as well. However, note how
there are no lost UAVs in the ideal case, while when using
MBPs, the LU metric increases significantly for 25 m/s and
27.5 m/s.

By closely examining Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, the following
observations can be made:

• The P-RMSE and LU metrics are worse for the largest
formation size. This is expected, because as the forma-
tion size increases, the number of hops needed to reach
the UAVs that are located at the edge increases as well.

• In general, the worst performance is offered by the
WT-Distance-Based protocol.

• Overall, for the high reference speeds (25 m/s and
27.5 m/s), the trajectory performances offered by the
135Th-Distance-Based and the 3-Counter-Based MBPs
are better than the others.

• Simple Flooding seems to work well for low and
medium speeds; however, as the speed increases, its
trajectory performance worsens.
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FIGURE 11. P-RMSE obtained with different MBPs in a UAV mission using
the open-delta formation with (a) λ = 7 and (b)λ = 9. The reference
speed varies from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were obtained by
averaging a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

The average PDR and AvgSIageLm for this setup are
presented in Fig. 13, Fig. 14, and Fig. 15. Only plots of
AvgSIageLm for the last two formation levels are provided
in Fig. 14 (λ = 7) and Fig. 15 (λ = 9). The following
observations can be made from these figures:

• The PDR and AvgSIageLm are worse for λ = 9 (the
largest formation size).

• For both λ = 7 and λ = 9, the WT-Distance-Based
MBP provides the worst performance (the lowest PDR
and highest AvgSIageLm ).

• Simple Flooding provides a PDR and AvgSIageLm that
seem to be close to the best among the MBPs.

• The 135Th-Distance-Based and the 3-Counter-Based
MBPs provide the best overall network performance.

• It seems that when the PDR is below 0.7 and the
AvgSIageLm is above 1, the LU metric increases signif-
icantly for all MBPs.

FIGURE 12. LU (lost UAVs) metric obtained with different MBPs in a UAV
mission using the open-delta formation with (a) λ = 7 and (b)λ = 9. The
reference speed varies from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were
obtained by averaging a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical
significance.

By analyzing the results presented in Figs. 11 to 15,
it can be observed that, in general, there is a good corre-
spondence between the trajectory performance metrics and
the network performance metrics. That is, the MBPs that
provide better network performance provide better trajec-
tory performance for the open-delta formation. Particularly,
the 135Th-Distance-Based and the 3-Counter-Based MBPs
exhibited the best trajectory and network performances over-
all. Note that these protocols use a random waiting time
before a rebroadcast attempt, and the probability of canceling
a packet rebroadcast is low for the evaluation scenario that is
considered. Also, observe that Simple Flooding does not pro-
vide the worst performance. Thus, the results allow to infer
that the best option for open-delta formations is to use MBPs
where: a) the probability of canceling packet rebroadcasts is
low (but not necessarily equal to zero as in Simple Flooding);
b) the PDR is high and the AvgSIageLm is low.
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FIGURE 13. PDR obtained with different MBPs in a UAV mission using the
open-delta formation with (a) λ = 7 and (b)λ = 9. The reference speed
varies from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were obtained by
averaging a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

Continuing with the analysis of the results provided
in Figs. 11 to 15, note that at high speeds the trajec-
tory and network metrics do not show the same tenden-
cies for the WT-Distance-Based, the Simple Flooding, and
the Probabilistic-Based MBPs. For example, for λ = 7
and vr = 27.5 m/s, the protocols with the worst trajec-
tory metrics are WT-Distance-Based and Simple Flooding.
However, for these values, the protocols providing the worst
network metrics are the WT-Distance-Based followed by the
Probabilistic-Based. In this sense, note that when the forma-
tion enters and leaves a turn, the network topology could
change. Thus, in order to explain this behavior, an in-deep
analysis of the evolution of the metrics through the trajectory
is provided in subsection VI-B.

Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show the P-RMSE and LU results
obtained for the MBPs under evaluation for the delta
formation and different reference speeds. In these figures,

FIGURE 14. AvgSIageLm obtained with different MBPs in a UAV mission
using the open-delta formation with λ = 7 for (a)L3 and (b)L4. The
reference speed varies from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were
obtained by averaging a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical
significance.

it can be seen that both the P-RMSE and LU increase as
the reference speed increases (particularly from 25 m/s to
27.5m/s). As in the open-delta formation, some of this behav-
ior can be attributed to factors related to the controller and
theUAVflight dynamics. Similar to the open-delta formation,
there are no lost UAVs in the ideal case. However, when using
MBPs, the LU metric increases significantly for 25 m/s and
27.5 m/s (especially for the largest formation size). Never-
theless, note that the trajectory metrics obtained for the delta
formation are better than those obtained for the open-delta
formation.

By closely examining Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, the following
observations can be made:

• Overall, the worst performance is obtained when using
theWT-Distance-Based protocol (as with the open-delta
formation).
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FIGURE 15. AvgSIageLm obtained with different MBPs in a UAV mission
using the open-delta formation with λ = 9 for (a)L4 and (b)L5. The
reference speed varies from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were
obtained by averaging a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical
significance.

• For low (15 m/s and 17.5 m/s) to medium (20 m/s and
22.5m/s) reference speeds, the performance of all MBPs
is similar, except for the WT-Distance-Based protocol.

• The P-RMSE and LU metrics are the worst for larger
formation sizes, as expected.

• The 135Th-Distance-Based protocol seems to work well
for λ = 10 at low and medium speeds. However, as the
speed increases to 27.5 m/s, its performance worsens
(see the LU metric in Fig. 14).

• For λ = 15, the performance drop exhibited by 135Th-
Distance-Based as the speed increases is notorious. Fur-
thermore, its performance at 27.5 m/s is even worse than
that provided by WT-Distance-Based.

• The Probabilistic-Based protocol seems to provide the
best trajectory performance overall.

FIGURE 16. P-RMSE obtained with different MBPs in a UAV mission using
the delta formation with (a) λ = 10 and (b)λ = 15. The reference speed
varies from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were obtained by
averaging a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

• The P-RMSE and LU metrics are better for the delta
formation than for the open-delta formation.

The average PDR and AvgSIageLm for this setup are
presented in Fig. 18, Fig. 19, and Fig. 20. Only plots of
AvgSIageLm for the last two formation levels are provided
in Fig. 19 (λ = 10) and Fig. 20 (λ = 15). The following
observations can be made from these figures:

• For both formation sizes (λ = 10 and λ = 15),
WT-Distance-Based exhibits the worst performance
(lowest PDR and higher AvgSIageLm ).

• For low (15 m/s and 17.5 m/s) to medium (20 m/s and
22.5 m/s) reference speeds, the 135Th-Distance-Based
and the Probabilistic-Based MBPs exhibit the best PDR
and AvgSIageLm metrics.

• For high reference speeds (25 m/s and 27.5 m/s), the net-
work performance of 135Th-Distance-Based worsens.
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FIGURE 17. LU (lost UAVs) metric obtained with different MBPs in a UAV
mission using the delta formation with (a) λ = 10 and (b)λ = 15. The
reference speed varies from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were
obtained by averaging a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical
significance.

The performance decrease is particularly sharp for the
larger λ = 15.

• In contrast, for high reference speeds (25 m/s and
27.5 m/s) and λ = 15, the Probabilistic-Based MBP
exhibits the best network performance.

By analyzing the results presented in Figs. 16 to 20,
it can be observed that, as with the open-delta formation,
in general, there is a good correspondence between the tra-
jectory performance metrics and the network performance
metrics. However, there are significant differences in the
performance offered by different MBPs when the UAVs fly in
delta formation compared to the performance observed for the
open-delta formation. In particular, the Probabilistic-Based
protocol seems to provide the best trajectory performance
overall for the delta formation, which is not the case for the

FIGURE 18. PDR obtained with different MBPs in a UAV mission using the
delta formation with (a) λ = 10 and (b)λ = 15. The reference speed varies
from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were obtained by averaging a
minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

open-delta formation. In this sense, note that, compared to the
open-delta formation, the delta formation is a denser network
where each node has at least two neighbors at the beginning
of the flight mission. This is an important observation since
MBPs are usually designed to work over dense scenarios,
such as those found in VANETs deployments. In particular,
it is commonly assumed that denser networks are more chal-
lenging for MBPs. Thus, at first sight, the obtained results
seem to be counterintuitive. However, it should be noted that,
when compared with common ad-hoc scenarios, delta and
open-delta formations are low-density scenarios. Therefore,
in the evaluation scenario, the obtained results should be
analyzed while considering connectivity issues. In this sense,
UAVs flying in a delta formation will have higher connectiv-
ity compared to UAVs flying in an open-delta formation. This
means that a UAV flying in a delta formation has more nodes
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FIGURE 19. AvgSIageLm obtained with different MBPs in a UAV mission
using the delta formation with λ = 10 for (a)L3 and (b)L4. The reference
speed varies from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were obtained by
averaging a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

within reach fromwhich it can receive or relay packets, which
in low-density scenarios can lead to improving the PDR but
also to more collisions compared to the open-delta formation.

Considering that more collisions can occur in delta for-
mations than in open-delta formations, it is worthwhile to
calculate a ‘‘collision ratio’’ (CR) as a metric to compare the
cost of the PDR achieved by each MBP under evaluation.
In particular, in this paper, the CR is calculated by counting
the total number of collisions that occur during a simulation
trial and then dividing the result by the total number of
packets that are sent by the leader UAV. Fig. 21 shows the CR
obtained for the different MBPs under evaluation for the delta
formation. Note that WT-Distance-Based has the lowest CR
followed by Probabilistic-Based. However, theWT-Distance-
Based has the lowest PDR, which helps to explain why the
trajectory performance offered by the Probabilistic-Based
MBP is better. Furthermore, by observing Figs. 18 to 21,

FIGURE 20. AvgSIageLm obtained with different MBPs in a UAV mission
using the delta formation with λ = 15 for (a)L4 and (b)L5. The reference
speed varies from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were obtained by
averaging a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

it can be concluded that the Probabilistic-Based MBP offers
a better tradeoff between the PDR, AvgSIageLm , and CR
compared to the other MBPs under evaluation, particularly
for high speeds and λ = 15. This, in turn, translates to better
trajectory performance, as observed in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17.

Although the previous analysis may help to explain why
the Probabilistic-Based MBP provides the best trajectory
metrics at high speeds, no conclusion can be made about
why the 135Th-Distance-BasedMBP shows the performance
drop at high speeds (25 m/s and 27.5 m/s). In that sense,
it is worth recalling that, except for Simple Flooding, all
protocols under evaluation include mechanisms that cancel
packet retransmissions when a certain criterion is fulfilled.
Therefore, in addition to collisions, a distant node might
not receive an SI packet because of a rebroadcast cancella-
tion. However, for the proper functioning of the formation
control strategy, it is necessary to periodically receive the
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FIGURE 21. Collision ratio (CR) obtained with different MBPs in a UAV
mission using the delta formation with (a) λ = 10 and (b)λ = 15. The
reference speed varies from vr = 15 to vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were
obtained by averaging a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical
significance. The CR is calculated by counting the total number of
collisions that occurred during the simulation and dividing that by the
total number of source packets that are sent by the leader UAV.

SI that is generated by the leader UAV. Thus, it is worth-
while to calculate the percentage of packet rebroadcasts that
are canceled (PRC) by each MBP under evaluation. The
PRC is shown in Fig. 22. Note how WT-Distance-Based
cancels more packet rebroadcasts for this scenario than the
other MBPs. This further explains why WT-Distance-Based
exhibits the worst trajectory metrics. Nevertheless, note how
the second MBP that cancels more rebroadcasts is 135Th-
Distance-Based. This helps to explain why at high speeds this
protocol has a significant performance drop, especially for
λ = 15.
The PRC plot helps to explain the trajectory performance

drop that is observed when using the 135Th-Distance-Based
MBP for λ = 15. However, the trajectory performance

FIGURE 22. Percentage of packet rebroadcasts that are canceled (PRC)
obtained with different MBPs in a UAV mission using the delta formation
with (a) λ = 10 and (b)λ = 15. The reference speed varies from vr = 15 to
vr = 27.5 m/s. The results were obtained by averaging a minimum
of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance. The PRC is calculated by
measuring the average percentage of packets rebroadcasts that are
canceled during the simulation.

exhibited by 135Th-Distance-Based is even worse for vr =
27.5 than that obtained when using WT-Distance-Based (see
Fig. 17(b)). Therefore, to gain more insight into this behavior,
an in-deep analysis of the evolution of the metrics through the
trajectory is provided in subsection VI-B.

B. RESULTS BY SEGMENTS
In this section, an analysis considering the time evolution of
the evaluation metrics is presented. Specifically, the sweep
trajectory considered in the previous sections was divided
into seven segments, as shown in Fig. 23.

This analysis aims to track the evolution of the network
metrics as theUAV formation follows the reference trajectory.
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FIGURE 23. Reference trajectory considering its segments.

FIGURE 24. Moving average P-RMSE obtained when SI messages are
disseminated with the different MBPs considered. For this figure, UAVs fly
in delta formation with a reference speed = 27.5 m/s and λ = 10. The
results at each sampling period were obtained using the average of a
minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance. Only the UAVs
from the third level or higher were considered for this figure.

To this end, the network metrics were calculated using a mov-
ing average of 10 sample periods. In this way, fast fluctuations
in the performance metrics are smoothed, and good insights
into the evolution of the metrics can be achieved. In addition
to the network metrics used in the previous section, the burst
average length (BAL) of the losses (see subsection V-B-2) is
considered in the analysis.

Fig. 24 shows the moving average P-RMSE obtained for
the different MBPs under evaluation for the delta forma-
tion with λ = 10 and vr = 27.5 m/s. For this figure,
only the UAVs from the third level or higher were consid-
ered for the P-RMSE calculation. The P-RMSE is presented
considering the segments shown in Fig. 23. It can be seen
in Fig. 24 that, in general, the moving average P-RMSE of
all MBPs increases as the UAVs make the turn (segments
m1−m2 − m3 and m4−m5 − m6) and decreases when UAVs
exit from it.

FIGURE 25. Moving average PDR obtained when SI messages are
disseminated with the different MBPs considered. For this figure, UAVs fly
in delta formation with a reference speed = 27.5 m/s and λ = 10. Only the
UAVs that are located at the (a) south-west (UAV7) and (b) south-east
(UAV10) edges of the formation were considered for the calculations. The
results at each sampling period were obtained using the average of a
minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

Note that the P-RMSE behavior observed in Fig. 24 agrees
with the results of Fig. 16(a) in the sense that the
WT-Distance-BasedMPB provides a slightly worse P-RMSE
performance than the other MBPs. However, note that the
behavior observed in the moving average P-RMSE does
not fully explain the LU metric results shown in Fig. 17(a)
where the performance of WT-Distance-Based is signifi-
cantly worse than the rest. The reason for this is because once
a UAV is definitively lost, it is no longer considered for the
P-RMSE calculation.

Furthermore, considering the wireless propagation phe-
nomena, it is reasonable to infer that UAVs that are closer to
the leader consistently have better probabilities of successful
packet reception. Thus, considering these nodes in the metric
calculation in scenarios with a low number of UAVs might
bias the average. Therefore, the following analysis is focused
on UAVs flying at the edges of the last formation level, which
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FIGURE 26. Moving average AvgSIage obtained when SI messages are
disseminated with the different MBPs considered. For this figure, UAVs fly
in delta formation with a reference speed = 27.5 m/s and λ = 10. Only the
UAVs that are located at the (a) south-west (UAV7) and (b) south-east
(UAV10) edges of the formation were considered for the calculations. The
results at each sampling period were obtained using the average of a
minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

aremore prone to experience challenging network conditions,
e.g., disconnections, and fewer neighbors.

To further analyze the LU metric behavior observed
in Fig. 17(a) for λ = 10 and vr = 27.5 m/s, the moving
average PDR for the UAVs flying at the formation edges is
shown in Fig. 25. In particular, Fig. 25(a) shows the moving
average PDR of the UAV that is located in the south-west
edge of the formation (referred to the rotated coordinate
systemXrOrYr shown in Fig. 2) and labeledUAV7. Similarly,
Fig. 25(b) shows the moving average PDR of the UAV that is
located in the south-east edge of the formation and labeled
UAV10.

Note in Fig. 25 how the PDR significantly decays for
UAV7 when it makes the first turn (m1−m2−m3), while for
UAV10 the PDR decays when it makes the second turn (m4−

m5−m6). Thus, the PDRs of UAV7 and UAV10 decay when

FIGURE 27. Moving average burst average length (BAL) obtained when SI
messages are disseminated with the different MBPs considered. For this
figure, only burst lengths higher than 1 were considered; and UAVs fly in
delta formation with a reference speed = 27.5 m/s and λ = 10. Only the
UAVs that are located at the (a) south-west (UAV7) and (b) south-east
(UAV10) edges of the formation were considered for the calculations. The
results at each sampling period were obtained using the average of a
minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

they make a turn and are located at the outside of the curve
while following the reference trajectory of Fig. 23. Following
the analysis, Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 show the moving average
AvgSIage and BAL for UAV7 and UAV10. As with the PDR,
both metrics significantly worsen when the corresponding
UAV makes a turn and is located at the outside of a curve
in the trajectory.

By closely analyzing the moving average PDR, AvgSIage
and BAL results provided in Figs. 25 to 27, respectively,
the following observations can be made regarding the net-
work performance offered to the UAVs that are located at the
formation edges (UAV7 and UAV10):

• The performance of all MBPs is worse at turns.
• The WT-Distance-Based protocol consistently pro-
vides the worst network performance. In addition, it is
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FIGURE 28. Moving average P-RMSE obtained when SI messages are
disseminated with the different MBPs considered. For this figure, UAVs fly
in delta formation with a reference speed = 27.5 m/s and λ = 15. The
results at each sampling period were obtained using the average of a
minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

the MBP that is most affected by network conditions at
turns.

• AvgSIage metric indicates that while following a
straight-line path, on average, the controller uses recent
SI at every sampling time. However, as the formation
enters the curve, the AvgSIage increases, which can be
caused by significant delays or packet drops. This is
particularly acute for the WT-Distance-based protocol
since at one point the SI that is used by the controller can
be older than 5 sampling periods on average. In contrast,
for the other MBPs, the AvgSIage is below 3 sam-
pling periods. This helps to explain why when using
WT-Distance-based, more UAVs are lost.

• The BAL metric indicates that when using the
WT-Distance-based protocol, the BAL is larger than for
the other MBPs.

• By comprehensively analyzing the PDR, AvgSIage and
BAL metrics shown in Figs. 25 to 27, respectively,
it can be inferred that, in addition to physical link
disconnections, the multi-hop broadcast approach of
WT-Distance-based induces significant SI dissemina-
tion delays and packet losses such that the controller
effectiveness at keeping UAV7 and UAV10 within the
formation is lost in the curves.

Continuing with the analysis of the results by segments,
Fig. 28 shows the moving average P-RMSE obtained for
the different MBPs under evaluation for a delta formation
with λ = 15 and vr = 27.5 m/s. For this figure, only the
UAVs from the third level or higher where considered for the
P-RMSE calculation. The P-RMSE is presented considering
the segments shown in Fig. 23. As in Fig. 24, it can be seen
in Fig. 28 that the P-RMSE increases as the formationmakes a
turn and decreases when the formation exits from it. Different
from the case with λ = 10, for λ = 15, the P-RMSE provided

FIGURE 29. Moving average PDR obtained when SI messages are
disseminated with the different MBPs considered. For this figure, UAVs fly
in delta formation with a reference speed = 27.5 m/s and λ = 15. Only the
UAVs that are located at the (a) south-west (UAV11) and (b) south-east
(UAV15) edges of the formation were considered for the calculations. The
results at each sampling period were obtained using the average of a
minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

by the 135Th-Distance-Based protocol at the turns is slightly
worse than that obtained when using the other MBPs.

Continuing with the analysis performed for λ = 15 and
vr = 27.5 m/s, Figs. 29 to 31 show the moving average
PDR, AvgSIage, and BAL for UAVs flying at the formation
edges for a delta formation with λ = 15 and vr = 27.5 m/s.
For these figures, the network metrics were calculated with a
moving average of 10 sample periods. Similar to the previous
case, the UAV that is located at the south-west edge of the
formation is labeled as UAV11, and the UAV that is flying at
the south-east edge of the formation is labeled as UAV15.

Note in Figs. 29 to 31 that, for all MBPs under evaluation,
the network performance for UAV11 and UAV15 worsens as
the formation makes a turn (m1−m2−m3 or m4−m5−m6).
However, different from the delta formation with λ = 10, for
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FIGURE 30. Moving average AvgSIage obtained when SI messages are
disseminated with the different MBPs considered. For this figure, UAVs fly
in delta formation with a reference speed = 27.5 m/s and λ = 15. Only the
UAVs that are located at the (a) south-west (UAV11) and (b) south-east
(UAV15) edges of the formation were considered for the calculations. The
results at each sampling period were obtained using the average of a
minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

the case under analysis, the worst performance at the turns
is provided by the 135Th-Distance-Based protocol instead of
theWT-Distance-BasedMBP. This explains the P-RMSE and
LUmetrics results shown in Fig. 16(b) and Fig. 17(b), respec-
tively, where the 135Th-Distance-Based MBP provides the
larger P-RMSE and LU for λ = 15 and vr = 27.5 m/s.
In summary, for the UAVs that are located at the south-west

and south-east edges of a delta formation, the network perfor-
mance provided by the different MBPs is acceptable while
flying on straight lines. However, Figs. 24 to 31 show that the
performance significantly worsens at turns when the UAV is
located at the outside of the trajectory curve. Although the
performance drop is experienced by all MBPs under evalua-
tion, it is important to note that for λ = 10, the worst network
performance at curves is provided by theWT-Distance-Based
protocol, while for λ = 15, the worst network performance is
obtained when using the 135Th-Distance-Based MBP. This

FIGURE 31. Moving average burst average length (BAL) obtained when SI
messages are disseminated with the different MBPs considered. For this
figure, only burst lengths higher than 1 were considered; and UAVs fly in
delta formation with a reference speed = 27.5 m/s and λ = 15. Only the
UAVs that are located at the (a) south-west (UAV11) and (b) south-east
(UAV15) edges of the formation were considered for the calculations. The
results at each sampling period were obtained using the average of a
minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

is a very important observation since it explains the changes
in the trajectory performance (i.e., P-RMSE and LU) offered
by both protocols when λ increases from 10 to 15 (see
Fig. 16 and Fig. 17). Furthermore, note how the trajectory
performance is mainly affected by the network performance
of the nodes that are located at the formation edges. Thus,
the network performance metrics that are traditionally calcu-
lated by averaging over all nodes (e.g., Fig. 18 to Fig. 19)
within an ad-hoc network deployment (e.g., MANETs and
VANETs) cannot be used to fully explain the behavior
observed in the trajectory metrics (Fig. 16 and Fig. 17).
Therefore, for UAV formation control applications, the results
presented in this subsection underline the importance of the
trajectory path and time evolution analysis proposed in this
paper to evaluate the MBPs suitability for SI dissemination.
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FIGURE 32. Example of a UAV formation for an imaging remote sensing
application. lspan and Lspan are the lateral and longitudinal spans of the
UAV formation, respectively. ld and Ld are the lateral and longitudinal
distances of adjacent UAVs in the formation, respectively. w and h are the
width and height of the camera (sensor) footprint of each UAV,
respectively. The rectangle ABCD defines the area where the UAVs have to
simultaneously acquire an image at predefined times.

TABLE 4. Mission scenario parameters.

C. STUDY CASE
As mentioned in the introduction, remote sensing is
one of the main applications for multi-UAV systems,
e.g., [14], [15], [53], [54], and [56]–[58]. In a remote sensing
multi-UAV mission, each UAV captures a series of images
(e.g., in the visible light, near-infrared or mid-infrared bands)
with a high spatial resolution while flying in formation over
a predefined area. Then, the images from all UAVs must be
stitched together to obtain the full image of the area of inter-
est and post-processing is performed to extract the desired
information, e.g., vegetation indexes. Thus, maintaining a
flight formation is crucial in order to be able to cover the
desired imaging area with a single flight multi-UAV mission.
As such, to further show the relevance of the study performed
in this paper, an example of the suitability of the MBPs
to disseminate SI messages while performing a multi-UAV
imaging remote sensing mission is presented next.

FIGURE 33. Number of missions that were successfully completed using
different MBPs for (a) open-delta (λ = 5) and (b) delta (λ = 6) formations
when varying the reference speed, vr. The results were obtained with a
minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

In imaging remote sensing missions, important parameters
such as the camera footprint of each UAV or sensing area
can be related to flight formation parameters such as the
longitudinal and lateral distances between neighbor nodes.
Fig. 32 depicts this relationship where the flight formation
and overlap parameters (e.g., the overlap between neighbor-
ing sensing areas) are shown. The parameters considered
for this application example were extracted from existing
literature, e.g., [57] and [58], and are shown in Table 4 with
their corresponding value.

For each simulation run, a mission is considered to be
successful if none of the UAVs in the formation leave the
sweep area shown in Fig. 32 during the entire mission. Note
that the area itself moves following the reference point during
the mission execution. Figs. 33 to 35 show the number of
missions successfully completed with the considered MBPs
as the reference speed, vr , increases when UAVs fly in
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FIGURE 34. Number of missions that were successfully completed using
different MBPs for (a) open-delta (λ = 7) and (b) delta (λ = 10)
formations when varying the reference speed, vr. The results were
obtained with a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

open-delta and delta formations. The formation size λ ranges
from small (Fig. 33) to large (Fig. 35) for each formation type.

By analyzing the results presented in Figs. 33 to 35, the fol-
lowing conclusion can be drawn:

• For missions involving a small number of UAVs
(Fig. 33), the selection of the MBP has little impact
on the number of successful missions. Moreover, the
mission can be executed at high speed (vr = 27.5 m/s)
without a negative impact on the mission success.

• For missions involving a medium number of UAVs
(Fig. 34), performance degradation starts at vr = 25 m/s
for the open-delta formation. In contrast, for the delta
formation, a high number of successful missions can be
achieved even at high speeds. Thus, for mission plan-
ning, it is important to assess the tradeoff between exe-
cuting the mission with a minimum time (i.e., by using

FIGURE 35. Number of missions that were successfully completed using
different MBPs for (a) open-delta (λ = 9) and (b) delta (λ = 15)
formations when varying the reference speed, vr. The results were
obtained with a minimum of 2000 runs to achieve statistical significance.

a delta formation with high speed) or with a smaller
number of UAVs (i.e., by using an open-delta formation
with a low to medium speed).

• For the delta formation with λ = 10 (Fig. 34(b)),
although most MBPs were able to successfully complete
a large number of missions for vr = 27.5m/s, the perfor-
mance drop that is observed for the WT-Distance-Based
protocol discourages its use for this application.

• For missions involving a large number of UAVs
(Fig. 35), a significant performance drop is observed
at vr = 22.5 m/s for the open-delta formation and at
vr = 25m/s for the delta formation. Nevertheless, in this
case, only the delta formation successfully completes
100% of the missions for speeds below vr = 25 m/s.

• For the delta formation with λ = 15 (Fig. 35(b)), the
3-Counter-Based and Probabilistic-Based MBPs
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provided the best performances at high speeds. In con-
trast, at high speeds, the worst performance is provided
by the 135Th-Distance-Based and the WT-Distance-
Based protocols. This agrees with the analysis presented
in the previous sections.

VII. CONCLUSION
This work studied how the network performance offered by
different MBPs that were originally proposed for MANETs
and VANETs impacts the effectiveness of distributed UAV
formation control to maintain flight formation during a mis-
sion execution.

The evaluation results show that even though at low
speeds SI dissemination using MBPs is effective in terms
of maintaining the UAV formation, as the mission refer-
ence speed increases, maintaining formation becomes harder.
When comparing the results obtained when using MBPs
against ideal SI dissemination, it can be observed that the
P-RMSE is higher when an MBP is used. Furthermore, with
the ideal SI dissemination, noUAVs are lost. In contrast, some
UAVs are lost when using MBPs for SI dissemination, partic-
ularly at high speeds. Thus, in actual FANET deployments,
it can be stated that the particular MBP used to disseminate
SI messages plays a key role in maintaining the formation in
distributed UAV formation control.

The obtained results show that factors such as packet losses
or delays, that inherently appear in FANETs, affect the suit-
ability of the MBPs for assisting distributed UAV controllers
in maintaining a UAV formation. However, to be able to
evaluate the performance of the MBPs for distributed UAV
formation control applications, a more comprehensive set of
metrics should be analyzed. Specifically, the performance of
the MBPs was evaluated in terms of the quality of the infor-
mation that the controller has at each sampling period. Thus,
using the PDR is not enough, since the SI age (AvgSIage) at
the sampling time is also important. Therefore, the average
PDR metric, which is commonly used to assess MBP per-
formance, does not provide enough information to weigh the
suitability of MBPs for SI dissemination in distributed UAV
formation control applications. This is highlighted by the
trajectory metrics (P-RMSE and LU) obtained for the delta
formation at high speeds when using the 135Th-Distance-
Based MBP, which were worse than those obtained when
using Simple Flooding, even though 135Th-Distance-Based
exhibits a higher average PDR.

To further analyze the performance of the MBPs, the costs
of each protocol to achieve a particular PDR were evalu-
ated using the average collision ratio (CR), and the aver-
age packet rebroadcasts canceled (PRC) metrics. The use
of these average metrics is proposed in this paper to per-
form an initial assessment of the suitability of the MBPs
for SI dissemination. In this sense, for the delta forma-
tion and high speeds, it can be observed that although a
high PRC adversely affects the trajectory performance (e.g.,
WT-Distance-Based), the best trajectory performance was
not obtained when the PRC was equal to zero, as in the

case of Simple Flooding. In fact, for this scenario the best
performance was provided by the Probabilistic-Based and
3-Counter-BasedMBPs, which exhibited relatively lowPRCs
and high PDRs. Therefore, it can be stated that there is a need
to propose new MBPs that are specifically designed for SI
dissemination and consider these issues.

Using average network metrics (which is commonly done
for MANETs and VANETs) is a good starting point for
the evaluation of MBPs. However, when they are used to
evaluate the performance of the MBPs for SI dissemination
in distributed UAV formation control applications, average
network metrics do not fully explain the results observed
for the trajectory metrics. Thus, in this work, the use of
moving average network metrics is proposed to gain more
insight into the performance of the MBPs for this kind of
application. By using moving average metrics, it was found
that the performance of most MBPs significantly worsens
when the formationmakes a turn. This is particularly acute for
UAVs that are located at edges of the formation, which receive
SI messages through multiple hops. Thus, by performing
moving average analysis, the key zones of the flight formation
where the relevance of the information quality (e.g., AvgSI-
age) is higher can be detected. This further highlights the
need to design new MBP strategies that are focused on SI
dissemination for distributed UAV formation control.

Finally, note that except for Simple Flooding, all proto-
cols under evaluation include mechanisms that cancel packet
retransmissions when a certain criterion is fulfilled. There-
fore, in addition to collisions and propagation phenomena,
a distant node might not receive an SI packet because of a
rebroadcast cancellation. Thus, the results and analysis that
are provided in this paper show that more than simply select-
ing any MBP to disseminate SI messages in FANETs, it is
necessary to design a protocol that can adapt to the conditions
of the target scenario. Future work includes developing an
adaptive MBP based on attributes such as the curvature and
reference speed, which can be calculated on the fly during the
mission. Additionally, future work will include evaluating the
adaptive MBP for different adverse conditions such as wind
disturbance.
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